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A comprehensive menu of Kung Fu Noodle from Leon Valley covering all 15 dishes and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Kung Fu Noodle:
This is our goal for Chinese soup and/or dumplings. We can order a soup to share because the portions are so

large and then a order of the dumplings and it is a lot of food! And the food itself is delicious, ton of taste,
honestly best dumplings I got from somewhere. Her chili oil is also really good! And the staff was always super

friendly! Watch this place safely! read more. What Hazel D doesn't like about Kung Fu Noodle:
Worst costumer service ever! Asked for forks and extra bowl the lady looked at us and our table and was

annoyed. Food were good but it was so hard to enjoy when both the male and female staff were so rude. They
even talked to their language after we asked for a bowl and forks. So disappointed. read more. If you want to

spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The original Asian fusion cuisine of the Kung Fu
Noodle from Leon Valley - a delicious combination of traditional and the unexpected, on the menu there are also

a lot of Asian meals. Even the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine is very popular among guests.
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